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Keynesian

• “In the long run we’re all dead”

• Markets can fail

• Sticky wages downwards reduces
power of price mechanism to help
economy to adjust

• Unemployment can persist

• Animal spirits

• An increase in gov’t spending will
boost growth (“priming the pump”)

• Demand-side measures to boost
the economy

• Regulation can help

Why the resurgence in this debate?

• The debt crisis in many developed economies

• The Euro area crisis

• The UK Coalition government focus on fiscal austerity vs Labour party fiscal stimulus

Activity 1

Summarise the key arguments of each participant below:

Paul Krugman                        Jon Moulton Andrea Leadsom

Classical

• Clear distinction between SR and LR

• Markets will clear efficiently and the
price mechanism is effective

• The economy tends towards full
employment

• An increase in gov’t spending will
crowd out private sector – inflationary
pressure and no growth

• Supply side measures to boost the
economy

• Let individuals make decisions
(“laissez faire”)

• Less regulation is better

Watch this clip from a Newsnight debate on whether austerity is always the best
policy: www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-18281669SA
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Spain to miss budget targets, says IMF

Is austerity always the best policy?

‘You can’t solve debt with more debt’

UK recession “made in Downing Street”

Greece holds key elections 

over EU bailout

Ed Balls warns of cuts ‘catastrophe’

Viewpoint: Why the young should 

welcome austerity

Germany’s Merkel urges Greek
commitment to austerity

Krugman: ‘Austerity is deeply

destructive

Activity 2 – Have I Got News For You
The news is dominated by discussions of continued austerity and freedom for markets (a more
Classical view) versus the need for further fiscal stimulus (a more Keynesian view).

Some recent news headlines are shown above. Your task is to collect as many news headlines
as you can, from newspapers or the internet, and sort them into two piles – one supporting the
Keynesian perspective and one supporting the Classical perspective.

Keynes Quotes

Capitalism is the astounding belief that the
Wickedest of men will do the most wickedest

of things for the greatest good of everyone“ ”Long run is a misleading guide 
to current affairs. In the long run 

we are all dead“ ”The ideas of economists and political philosophers,
both when they are right and when they are wrong,
are more powerful than is commonly understood.
Indeed the world is ruled by little else. Practical

men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt
from any intellectual influence, are usually the

slaves of some defunt economist

“
”

The outstanding faults of the economic
society in which we live are its failure 
to provide for full employment and its 
arbitrary and inequitable distribution 

of wealth and incomes
“

”Once doubt begins 
it spreads rapidly“ ”

I expect to see the state...taking 
an ever greater responsibility for 
directly organising investment“ ”
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Activity 3 – Keynes/Hayek rap bingo
1 Watch the following two raps (and the short ‘gift’ clip) on YouTube:

The Boom and Bust Cycle - www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0nERTFo-Sk

Fight of the Century - www.youtube.com/watch?v=GTQnarzmTOc

Hayek’s gift - www.youtube.com/watch?v=oWItkj0X_wo&feature=relmfu

2 Look at the key phrases below that appear in the two raps. Decide which words/thoughts
belong to Keynes and which words/thoughts belong to Hayek – highlight them in different
colours. 

Road to Serfdom We need to produce
what people want

Effective multiplier State intervention can
counter depression

WW2 cut short the 
Great Depression

We need more 
government spending

Fiscal policy 
stimulates the 

economy
Steer markets

Political incentives 
ruin growth Laissez-faire In the long run we’re 

all dead
Don’t wait to act

The economy is 
organic

Fiscal policy s
timulates the 

economy

We need more 
oversight of markets

Entrepreneurship 
is essential

Set markets free We need to plan 
for ourselves

Sticky wages The circular flow 
of income

Trade-off between 
government spending 
& consumer spending

Government spending
provides a spark for 

the economy

Credit expansion 
is key for growth

Government spending 
is not free

Animal spirits The General Theory Malthus Say

Hicks Von Mises Austerity Spending keeps 
flowing
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Activity 4 – the impact of government spending
(fiscal stimulus)

1 The following diagram illustrates the Keynesian perspective on the impact of increased 
government spending for the economy. Your task is to complete the analysis paragraph
underneath the diagram, using the suggested words.

Analysis paragraph

Government spending is a __________ of aggregate ____________. An increase in 

government spending can also be called a _________ stimulus. Such a stimulus increases

AD, shifting AD to AD1, assuming ________________. The Keynesian view is that most

economies operate with ______ capacity, because markets often do not _________. 

Therefore this increase in AD causes an increase in ______ GDP from Y to Y1. This growth has

a minimal effect on ____________ pressures because of spare capacity i.e. the 

economy operates at less than full ____________. This spare capacity ensures that

________ out is less likely to occur, as there are under-used factors of production. 

Keynesians also believe that the impact on the level of economic growth will be __________

further because of the _________ effect i.e. a boost to aggregate demand stimulates further

rounds of _________. This is another reason why fiscal stimulus is so effective.

Price level

B

AS

AD1AD

Y Y1     Real GDP

spending multiplier inflationary spare increased ceteris 
paribus

real fiscal employment crowding clear component

Key words
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2 The following diagram illustrates the Classical perspective on the impact of increased 
government spending for the economy. Your task is to complete the analysis paragraph
underneath the diagram, using the suggested words.

Analysis paragraph

The economy is initially operating at ______ employment. A fiscal _________ increases

AD, shifting AD to AD1. The ________ output gap is achieved by factors of production being

used beyond their normal _________, which allows real GDP to increase to Y1. This is only

a temporary increase, however, because the resulting _______ demand for raw materials and

factors of production causes their prices to _____. This increases business costs of production,

causing __________ aggregate supply to fall, shifting SRAS to SRAS1. This returns the 

economy to its full ___________ level of output at Yfe. However, the fiscal stimulus has

caused an increase in the _______ level, from P to P2 overall. This increase in the cost of raw

materials and factors of production acts to ______ out investment and expansion by the

_______ sector. 

Price level

P2

P1
P

LRAS

SRAS1

SRAS

AD1AD

Yfe          Y1             Real GDP

rise stimulus full price private positive

excess employment short run crowd capacity

Key words
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